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The Secret Life of an
Eversheds Sutherland Intern
“Innovation is change
that unlocks new value”

When we arrived for our first day of the internship,
we were all hugely impressed by the programme that
had been prepared for us for the next 11 weeks. Each
week was filled with training, social activities, team
building, and new challenges. There was only one
thing missing really, a project that we could work on
together as a whole without any direction or influence
from the firm. A project that would demonstrate our
initiative, talent and enthusiasm and one that would
add value to both our experience and the initial
experience of the interns who were to come after us.
As we all know, innovation is taking two things that
already exist and putting them together in a new way.
We came together and felt that a handbook on the
Secret Life of an Eversheds Sutherland Intern may be
the perfect way to do it.

*Disclaimer – Any content within this booklet that may impede the
procurement of a traineeship had nothing to do with any of us.
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My journey to becoming an
Eversheds Sutherland intern
My legal career began in transition year
of school, when I shadowed a barrister as
part of the work experience programme
offered to us. Here, I got a taste of the legal
world and this, along with having family
members in the business, inspired me to
pursue a career in law. I went on to study
Law in Trinity College Dublin, and graduated
in 2017 after thoroughly enjoying a wide
variation of modules over the four years
– from contract law and criminal law, to
medical ethics law and food law.
While considering my future career options
in 3rd and 4th year at college, I took great
interest in a number of areas, such as
international trade law and IT law. As such,
I seriously considered a career either in the
EU, or in tech, over the solicitor or barrister
routes. I chose the latter at first – and
subsequently worked for Yahoo (yes, they
still exist!) in their EMEA (European, Middle
Eastern and African) headquarters in Dublin,
on their legal team for about a year. This was
an extremely valuable experience where
I learned a significant amount about how
a billion-dollar company is run (I worked
closely with the Directors of the company
on the execution of sales and advertisement
contracts on a daily basis), while also gaining
some experience dealing with intellectual
property and copyright infringement issues.
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This corporate experience, while massively
enjoyable, made me re-evaluate my future
career plans. I decided I wanted to become
a solicitor, so I applied for the Summer
Internship Programme with Eversheds
Sutherland. The SIP in Eversheds Sutherland
appealed to me more than programmes in
other firms for a number of reasons – the
11-week long placement being the most
influential. Giving up my permanent job
for a month-long internship with only a
small chance of a traineeship being offered
did not feel like the right decision for
me – whereas the 11 weeks in Eversheds
Sutherland would have finished up just in
time for me to knuckle down for the FE-1
study. In addition, I felt that I was much
more likely to gain some real experience
of working as a solicitor and be exposed
to more real work (as opposed to just
photocopying!) over the course of 11 weeks,
rather than four.
It turns out I was right. I was fortunate
enough to be offered a summer intern
position in Eversheds Sutherland, and was
placed in their Employment Law division.
Here, I was exposed to cases from start
to finish, I sat in on client meetings,
counsel briefing sessions, and
conducted lots of interesting
research on topics from

Little fish in
a big pond
retirement ages, to intoxication at work,
to the GDPR. There wasn’t a dull moment
during my internship, and I would
strongly recommend anyone looking to
pursue a career in law, with a firm who
cares about you and your professional
development, to apply to Eversheds
Sutherland.

Eversheds Sutherland is one of the top in
their field who first and foremost value
training their staff to be world leaders, to
value their clients, treat them honestly,
fairly and the way we would like to be
treated ourselves. I’m new to the firm
and I should feel like a small fish in a
large pond, but that’s not an accurate
description, as from the moment I started
I became part of the team, taken under
management’s wing. Not alone are they
mentoring me, but they have invested in
numerous training sessions to help me
develop as a professional.
The culture of the firm is at the very least
amazing and has helped me immensely
in making new friends and fitting in.
Due to the culture and my department
consisting of a close-knit, extremely
helpful team, I never once felt like a little
fish and always felt valued. Everyone is
extremely approachable and having only
been here a short time I feel I’m on a
first name basis with the majority of the
staff. The atmosphere throughout the
office is friendly, and despite everyone
being busy, they always remained helpful,
approachable and easy to talk to.
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The Belfast perspective

This summer I was lucky enough to take up
the post of Intern at Eversheds Sutherland
for 11 weeks. Whilst I was based in the
Belfast office, I was provided with the
opportunity to travel to the Dublin office to
gain experience and attend various industry
events. This provided experience of working
within both smaller and larger teams in
which I have been warmly welcomed,
provided with support and gained invaluable
advice and knowledge.
Working between the two teams meant
I essentially had two first days! My first
day was at the Dublin office with all of
the interns that were commencing their
summer term at Eversheds Sutherland.
We were all warmly welcomed to the
organisation and had meet and greets with
the team members we would be working
closely with over the upcoming weeks. My
first day provided me with plenty of training
and insight into the company. I was based
in the Belfast office for my second day. I
was welcomed into the small Belfast team
and introduced to my desk and buddy for
the next 11 weeks. Whilst both first days
were equally nerve wracking, I was quickly
made to feel comfortable in both teams
and left both days with a smile on my face,
already knowing that I was going to love my
internship at Eversheds Sutherland.
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Eversheds Sutherland has been great at
providing training for its interns. Training
is provided on operations and systems
to help us grow as valued members of
the team, and also personal training to
gain knowledge on personal branding,
presentation skills and training to develop
our own legal skills. Not only has Eversheds
Sutherland provided training to help make
us feel valued and included, they have also
set up events to welcome, network, provide
further information on Eversheds Sutherland
and integrate us into the wider team. Team
bonding events where organised such as
firm-wide BBQs, team lunches and the
much loved Go-Quest, even though my
team unfortunately didn’t win. I have also
been provided with the chance to attend
legal events such as a student-led mock
tribunal with Legal Island, which presented
the chance to view a mock Industrial
Tribunal case before attending an actual
Industrial Tribunal with the Employment
Team based in Belfast. I have also had the
opportunity to attend team meetings with
Associates, Partners and the Managing
Partner, of which has been insightful and a
great learning experience.

I have been very fortunate to be given
the opportunity to undergo an internship
at Eversheds Sutherland. It has been
challenging but extremely enjoyable, an
invaluable experience in a world-class firm.
Not one working-day so far has been boring
nor dull and the teams I have worked with
are simply the best. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank every single person
that have dedicated their time to teach and
help me on this journey and to thank them

for their encouragement and patience. I
have learned that Eversheds Sutherland
wants you to succeed and there is always
someone for you to turn to for help and
advice, and I have particularly found that
in the buddy scheme. Most importantly,
Eversheds Sutherland has shone a light on
what my future could, and will hopefully
hold, as a member of such an amazing
team. I can’t wait to see what the next year
with them brings!
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Casual Fri(Fear)day –
An intern’s guide

The firm are known to do away with the constraints of formal
office wear on Fridays and due to the hot weather we had
this summer, casual attire was permitted for the guts of the
internship period. Nice one…..we thought. After the initial musing
of your wardrobe, you are suddenly hit with the reality of “I have
no clue what is acceptable for casual office wear”. An email sent
by HR to all staff outlining the dos and don’ts of casual Friday
does assist in some way – don’t wear combats, sweat pants,
mini skirts or crop tops – ok so basically anything Spice Girls
inspired is out – got it! But how do you strike the balance of
business and casual? There are a few ‘genres’ of business casual
that you may spot around the office of a casual Friday.
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There is Flared Jeans Guy. He is still
wearing the wranglers he bought
10-15 years ago with a pair of suede
trainers pulled so tight that you wonder
whether he still has toes….This guy is in
fact at risk of becoming cool again by
accident due to the cyclical nature of
fashion. …or so he tells you as he zips
up his beige cable knit cardigan.

2

There is ‘Nails it Every Time Girl’. This
girl just can’t help to get it right. Her
sense of style and ability to get it right
every time will have you teetering on
the edge of admiration and resentment.
She will breeze in each day with the
right balance of skirt to funky top ratio
and suitable footwear for same. Her
hair will also be silky, no matter what
the weather. You will want to be her
when you grow up. Befriend her …even
for style tips alone.

3

There’s Suit Guy. He is incapable of
wearing anything but a suit. He is
likely to be seen in a watering hole on
Harcourt Street at 2am on a Saturday
morning with a Jameson and Coke in
each hand and not so much as a top
button open. He may or may not be a
member of Fianna Fail.

4
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There’s Preppy Guy/Girl. They try hard
to be cool but they can’t make that
individual leap of faith from golf course
chic to chilled out casual. They will
form a union of Tommy Hilfiger and
Ralph Lauren with a frosting of deck
shoes and pumps with a bow. They
will probably end up getting married
to each other and have a kid called
Saffron…..Saffie for short.
There’s ‘Jeans and a Nice Top’ girl…..
does exactly what it says on the tin.
There’s Gig Going Guy/Gal. Gig
Going Guy/Girl will be sporting skinny
jeans, funky boots and a t-shirt paying
homage to a cool band or artist. They
may throw a suit jacket over their rigout…and they’ll pull it off with aplomb.
They frequent gigs, buy vinyl records
and claim to have drank gin for years
before it was fashionable…..sure ya did.

Whatever your style, the best tip we
were given is to dress as if you would
be comfortable if you bumped into an
important client that day……so if you are
Gig Going Guy/Girl, keep it low key, unless
you know that your important client is a
fan of AC/DC.
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The training of an
Eversheds Sutherland intern

My litigation experience

Before even starting our internship at
Eversheds Sutherland, we were sent out a
booklet outlining our plans for the 11 week
programme. I was really impressed to see a
range of training and information sessions
already planned out for our 11 week
internship. This was a true sign that the firm
had a genuine interest in our personal and
professional development from the outset.

Of all the projects a solicitor may find
themselves managing, it is litigation that
receives the most attention in the media
and in popular culture. By my first day as a
summer intern I had already learned that
courtroom battles are only a narrow slice of
what a career as a solicitor has to offer but it
was still a pleasant surprise to learn that I had
been assigned to litigation.

First up, in week one, some really
informative sessions where planned. The
first thing we were shown was how to write
a research memo because as an intern, this
would likely be something we would be
asked to do early on. Then came informative
sessions on how to use the Knowledge
Centre and a range of online resources for
the firm. This really focused our research
skills and was an excellent way to help us
settle in to the firm.
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However, it wasn’t just legal training that
was planned for us. One of the sessions
involved a personal development workshop
focused on getting the most out of our
internship through self-awareness and
communication. We also attended an
invaluable presentation skills workshop run
by the Communications Clinic to prepare
us for our presentation at the end of the
internship.
Outside of the classroom, we have
e-Learning modules available on demand
and of course on the job training. Modules
range from budgeting to Microsoft office
training and more, these can be done in
quieter times between work to ensure we
are always learning.
Eversheds Sutherland interns have a close
relationship with their buddy trainees in
the firm and as a result gain an excellent
amount of experience and exposure. The
extensive training coupled with the 11 week
length ensures that an Eversheds Sutherland
intern leaves the firm with unrivalled legal
experience and with skills to last them for
the rest of their career.

During week one my team met to discuss
ongoing work load and to identify matters
where I could do work. This was a brilliant
opportunity to get an overview of ongoing
work, which included two trials listed for
the Commercial Court in June and July, an
arbitration, a mediation and a hearing before
an adjudication Officer at the Workplace
Relations Commission. It served as a reminder
that the department’s full name is litigation
and dispute resolution, and that qualifying
here would mean learning how to progress
and manage each of these alternatives and
developing your judgment as to what was the
best solution for the client.
The fact that all of these matters were coming
to a head before the long vacation meant
that I got plenty of practical experience.
Between preparing trial books, and briefs for
counsel, runs to Central Office, searching
for documents and of course the bread and
butter of photocopying, binding and scanning
I feel the internship has given me a wellrounded introduction to what life as a trainee
in the department would be like.

Some high points included sitting in on client
meetings and attending the trial of one of
the cases I have been working on. I was also
given responsibility for compiling a report for
a client on complying with a Data Protection
request. While it was a time-consuming and
iterative process it was my first time to directly
apply legislation and I learned a lot by doing so.
Low points included run-ins with the printer
and of course the moments when I noticed
a mistake for the first time and had to start
something I thought I was near finishing from
scratch. But overall the last two months have
been really enjoyable. My team are all really
approachable and when I did make a mistake
or wasn’t sure what I was doing I never felt as
though I couldn’t ask someone.
One of the things that impressed me most
about my team is the ability of each individual
to juggle three or four matters at once, whilst
still staying on top of each of the deadlines
coming down the track. The variety of work
I referred to above also demonstrates that
working in litigation and dispute resolution
calls for a diverse skill set. I realise litigation
isn’t for everyone, but equally I wouldn’t be
afraid of it because you are worried you aren’t
the ‘type’. There is a balance of personalities
in my team and across the department and
people with very different ways of working
are succeeding according to their own style.
It might not be exactly as it is in films but my
litigation experience has definitely had its
exciting moments and a seat in litigation is
definitely one I would look forward to as a
trainee.
11
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What I have gained from
my internship!
I have been working as a legal intern in
the property department for almost two
months and I can say, without hesitation,
that this role has been highly rewarding. The
work I have undertaken has been varied,
stimulating and thought-provoking. I have
broadened my understanding of the area
of real estate and I feel more comfortable
in the legal environment. I have been
required to evaluate my performances and
manage a workload that has been assigned
to me by the partner and solicitors in my
team. One of the most valuable aspects
of this programme is that it teaches one
to be enthusiastic about seeking help. By
helping one another, jobs are completed
quicker and a desirable environment in the
workplace is created.
I have gained so much from this internship,
and I would encourage anyone with a
passion about law to pursue this role.
Those who are prepared to make a real
difference in the firm are enabled to do so.
One element of the programme that deeply
impresses me is the commitment of the firm
in relation to implementing measures that
allow us to grow as individuals. I am now
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more aware of my personal brand; this is not
something I was unaware of prior to starting
this role, but I am completely invested in
the concept now. Eversheds Sutherland has
equipped me with the means to thrive in the
firm going forward and in other walks of life.
I could write a 50 page essay on the merits
of the internship but that would not do
justice to how fantastic it is. We have been
treated to the best training possible in terms
of legal research, communication skills, and
body language. I have developed skills for
life and I am sure my fellow interns follow
the same line of thinking. The buddy system
(thanks Tom), team meetings, catch-up
sessions and friendly atmosphere within
the firm have ensured that I have never felt
out of my depth or overwhelmed. I feel that
everyone in the firm is entirely approachable
and I truly believe that is the way it should
be. I was invited to attend a closing this
week and I was very appreciative of being
included in this. The positive feelings that
accompany seeing a matter through to its
conclusion make the preparatory work all
the more worthwhile.

I will soon be finished my eighth week here
and it feels like I just arrived for my first day
of training yesterday. If you are interested
in social events, then Eversheds Sutherland
is the right firm for you. The summer
barbecue was an unforgettable event and I
have very fond memories of this. The firm
is cognisant of its workers need to express
themselves and are hugely encouraging and
accommodating in this regard. The activities
for Pride were fulfilling for all involved and
it is events like this that are testament to
the all-inclusive nature of the firm. During
our second week of the internship, we were
taken to Go Quest and this was an evening
well spent. It was a bonding exercise
which achieved its aim and it is yet another
example of the firm’s creative approach to
getting interns to develop connections and
co-operate with one another.
This internship has benefitted me greatly
and I am proud to work for Eversheds
Sutherland. The fact that the internship is 11
weeks long means that you can gain deeper
exposure to clients and legal practices than
if it were a month or so long. Everyone

in the firm has been so understanding,
welcoming and patient with me. I have
always had someone to turn to and every
resource available to help me succeed
in my role. I have also gained access to
department-specific training which I feel is
useful.
The internship has answered my burning
questions emphatically. Can I see myself
working for Eversheds Sutherland following
completion of the internship? Is this
workplace one that I fit into? Can I be sure
that the firm will meet my needs in the
future? Am I valued here? Can I become
the most effective version of myself here?
The answer is an unequivocal “yes” to all
of the above questions. I honestly believe
that my contributions matter in Eversheds
Sutherland and I look forward to seeing
what unfolds during the next three weeks.
Eversheds Sutherland is a unique firm that
fosters a culture of excellence. I have gained
more than I thought I ever could and I am
very optimistic about the future.
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Eversheds Sutherland
(The mecca of office lunches)

What on earth is corporate?

Dublin is having a gastronomical resurgence
the likes of which has not been seen
in the world of fine dining since Leggs
started serving chicken. Nestled amongst
the melting pot of brasseries, bistros and
bakeries lies Eversheds Sutherland. Primly
placed to indulge its staff in Irish haute
cuisine, the firm sandwiches many top spots
between its two postings.

I think it is fair to say that no student really
knows what exactly solicitors do in the
corporate department so I intend to shed
some light on this. I know for me, as a
student, corporate law was a bit of a mystery
so this is why I was keen to gain experience
in this area.

The staff favourites of Mortons, Café Sol and
Gerards provide a staple on the go meal.
Further afield a fusion of ethnic influences
make their mark on the Hibernian landscape.
On the newly renamed Royal Mile (previously
Camden Street) rare spices mix with the
determined sweat of a hundred chef de
parties.
A Tolteca tortilla is a proof of God’s love for
his children A thousand years of refinement
has led to the transcendent burrito rolling
method.. Understated and pure, yet with a
symmetry that would make Wes Anderson
weep, the Mexican export is now firmly
entrenched in the Irish social consciousness.
The choices are endless. Enjoy a meal
fit for a King at Delahunt, share a pint of
Guinness whilst you reminisce of days gone
by. Keep your nose to the grindstone with a
€3.50 Tesco lunch deal. Take flight with the
delicious chicken of Mad Egg. Have another
sandwich at Doughboys, because Christ
knows there aren’t enough sandwich shops
in this city.
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Retreating back now, to the cosmopolitan
Harcourt Street, a place not often ventured
into save the desperate drunken hours of
a Saturday night. Next to Coppers Bar and
Grill, in the famed Dicey’s Dancehall there
exists a feast like no other. A lot of food can
be yours for only €6.25 (€5 with a student
card). This is no mean feat, to conquer a
portion of this size takes grit and a vast
stomach. You will wonder whether it is
yourself or the food before you that takes
the place of the sacrificial lamb in this unholy
ritual. Waves of gravy lap at the plate edge,
a glacier of chips sits astride a mountain of
mash. This is your day of reckoning.
Eversheds Sutherland is ideally located to
service all of your bacchanalian needs.
Hartigans, O’Donoghues, Toners, Whelans,
Foley’s, Reillys, McGrattans, Kehoes, The
Duke, The Bernard Shaw, The Barge,
Portobello, The Bleeding Horse, Flannery’s,
Devitts and the Odeon are just some of the
esteemed drinking houses within walking
distance of the firm. Most likely though, we
will all end up in Alfie Byrnes.

The majority of the work I have been
involved in relates to companies buying
shares in other companies. I have amended
and drafted the documents relating to these
purchases and I have frequently attended
the Companies Registration Office.
The companies that my department
represents are predominantly med tech
industries. This is really interesting because
Ireland is currently the number one
European location for pharmaceutical
and life science investment. The Irish
Life Science Sector exports €45 billion

annually. This means that the industry has
an international reach, which has made
it an even more interesting area to work
in. I have attended a conference call with
clients from America and I have also been
in correspondence with solicitors from
the Eversheds Sutherland offices abroad.
This has helped me to gain exposure to the
culture of the firm and the industry.
There is a great work-life balance here in
the firm and my team are all really down to
earth (disclaimer: they did not pay me to
say this). This Friday we are having drinks in
Alfie Byrnes and last week I was in the PRIDE
parade. There seems to be a great sense of
collegiality in Eversheds Sutherland and it
really is a great place to work. I know that I’ll
definitely keep in contact with the friends
that I have made on the Internship.

?
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How the internship
programme compares with
other internship programmes
It feels hard to believe that a whole two
years have elapsed since I took part in my
first legal internship in a relatively small yet
well-known Commercial Law firm based in
Dublin. I now find myself in an environment
which shares certain similarities to that
workplace, however the differences are
equally as noticeable.
I have a lot to learn in my remaining weeks
as an intern in Eversheds Sutherland,
however I do believe that the experience
that I have gained up to this point equips me
well to compare and contrast life in a large
multinational firm like Eversheds Sutherland
and that in a smaller legal practice. I am
of the belief that there is great benefit
experiencing a range of different working
environments in life. This holds true in law,
as both large and small firms can enable
great personal growth, particularly for
interns.
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Learning and training

Work

In a smaller law firm, fewer formal training
resources are available to an intern. As a
result of this, there is a greater expectation
on an intern to learn from trial and error
upon being thrown in to the belly of the
beast. In small doses this method of learning
can be hugely beneficial, particularly as it
allows you to develop a sense of proactivity
and personal responsibility. There comes a
point however when this mode of learning
can become impractical, particularly when a
given task excessively stretches the physical
or mental resources of an intern. This holds
true particularly in smaller firms where it
is not always clear who your port of call
should be when dealing with a particular
problem. In this regard, it can be argued
that the balance between learning through
structured training and through real-life
experience is not always adequately struck
in small legal firms.

It is difficult to make a like-for-like
comparison between the work I have
delivered as an intern in Eversheds
Sutherland as compared to that which I
completed whilst working in a smaller law
firm. This is largely owing to the fact my
first internship was in Corporate whilst I
am currently working in Litigation. What I
can say with relative certainty however is
that the overall workload facing an intern
in either environment is largely similar. I
gauge this with reference to the fact that the
length of a standard workday in Eversheds
Sutherland closely mirrors that which I
experienced 2 years ago.

In Eversheds Sutherland, I believe that a
more adequate balance is found in this
regard. Whilst every intern will occasionally
be presented with situations whereby they
will be required to undertake a novel task
without prior preparation, the firm also
allows significant resources to be applied
towards formally training their interns.
Whilst much of the training provided by
Eversheds Sutherland is geared towards
enabling the interns to become familiar with
in-house systems and software, training
is also provided to assist interns with their
“soft skills”. For instance, this year’s summer
interns have attended training sessions in
relation to developing our presentation skills
as well as our “personal brand”. These latter
mentioned training sessions have proved
immensely popular with my fellow interns,
particularly in light of the fact that the legal
profession is becoming less jurisprudential
and more service-based. It can therefore
be argued that such “soft skill” training is
perhaps even more valuable towards an
intern’s development than more functional
procedural training, as the latter skillset can
be developed through office experience in a
way that the former cannot.

One significant difference I have noticed
in this regard however is in relation to
the scope of work to be experienced
whilst working in a larger law firm. Whilst
both working environments will allow an
intern to gain practical exposure to the
practices and procedures within particular
departments, only in a larger firm like
Eversheds Sutherland can an intern also gain
exposure to certain work projects beyond
the confines of law. On August 2nd, for
instance, all summer interns in Eversheds
Sutherland are required to deliver a team
presentation to a judging panel comprised
of various members of the firm’s staff on
one of two HR-related topics pertaining to
the attraction or retention of top graduate
talent. As well as doubling up as an effective
team-building exercise, this project has
allowed us to draw upon and develop
17
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our collective expertise in areas such as
marketing and economics. I personally
believe that such alternative projects are of
enormous benefit to interns, particularly
as the legal profession becomes more
well-rounded and service-oriented and the
demand for uniquely jurisprudential minds
decreases within the sector.
In smaller law firms, however, such
opportunities are not as readily available for
interns. Due to smaller support networks
surrounding fee-earners, increased pressure
exists to be resourceful in the short term
and apply human capital solely to tasks
which present themselves in a particular
moment in time with little regard being
given for projects which may benefit an
intern in the future.

Internship Programme

Social activities and
networking opportunities
The thriving social scene is one distinct
advantage that comes with working in
Eversheds Sutherland as opposed to a
smaller firm. In a large environment filled
with many diverse teams, it is necessary to
find creative ways of enabling these teams
to bond amongst themselves and also
with others. This year’s summer interns,
for example, were brought on a highly
enjoyable team building trip to GoQuest.
We are also actively encouraged to attend
firm activities such as the summer barbeque
and pride festivities, as well as to partake in
activities such as tag rugby and soccer. This
requirement of large-scale team bonding
is obviously not as pressing a need in a
smaller law firm. As a result of this, fewer
opportunities to engage in such enjoyable
activities present themselves.
The size and scope of Eversheds Sutherland
also allows for a large annual intake of
both trainees and interns. As a result of
this, the age profile of the firm is noticeably
lower than that of a smaller firm where
the annual intake of new staff may be
limited to but a handful of individuals.
From the perspective of a young graduate
who is preparing to embark upon a legal
career, this makes Eversheds Sutherland an
extremely attractive employment option, as
you are surrounded by a large number of
like-minded young people with whom you
can build both professional networks and
personal friendships.
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Conclusion

By far and away, the greatest benefit
that comes with working as an intern in
Eversheds Sutherland is the duration of the
Summer Internship Programme, which runs
for 11 weeks. This benefit holds true both
against smaller firms as well as other large
firms in the region, as the 4 week summer
internship model dominates the legal
landscape in Dublin.

Drawing from my personal experiences, I
can conclude that working in both large
and small legal practices can allow an
intern to learn in a variety of different
ways. In that regard, it would be my
personal recommendation that an aspiring
solicitor ought to gain experience in both
worlds, should said opportunities present
themselves. Despite this, it can also be
said that working for 11 weeks in a large
multinational firm like Eversheds Sutherland
provides an intern with certain benefits
that he or she would simply struggle to
find anywhere else in Ireland. With this in
mind, I would thoroughly recommend the
Eversheds Sutherland Summer Internship
Programme to all aspiring solicitors who
are seeking to develop both personally and
professionally.

From my personal experience, I can attest
that relatively little practical legal knowledge
is developed during the course of a 4
week internship. Whilst gaining general
exposure to the world of law is, of course,
highly valuable for an aspiring lawyer,
the 4 week window of opportunity can
prove rather futile when trying to engage
meaningfully with colleagues and leave
a lasting mark within the firm. As soon as
one becomes acquainted with the firm’s
internal procedures, policies and software
for example, an intern can be presented with
but a handful of days to produce meaningful
work for their team.
This is not the case in Eversheds Sutherland.
The 11 week duration of the firm’s Summer
Internship Programme provides an intern
with a generous timeframe to learn,
produce, develop and build networks within
the firm.
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The intern awards

What now for the 2018
Eversheds Sutherland interns

Towards the end of our 11 weeks, we became to know each other quite well and so of our
own accord, we decided to hold the 2018 Inaugural Intern Awards. One of the interns sent
around the email below to get the ball rolling:

To:
Subject:
Hi All
As you know we are a week out from the presentation evening. Despite all the
rumours of golden eggs, corporate espionage, jury tampering, nimbleness and
the elusive training contract, one thing remains certain, that a single team will
be declared victorious.
It has been decided that in addition to the intern project another presentation
will take place. I am happy to announce the inaugural Intern Awards!!!

11 weeks passed with the blink of an eye.
But what’s next for the 22 of us? Well, some
have been lucky to secure an extended
internship with Eversheds Sutherland
(whoop whoop), a large percentage of
us are about to hurtle head first into FE-1
study mode (waw-waw), some are heading
back to University and a few are off to
travel the world. By virtue of securing an
internship with Eversheds Sutherland, we
are all automatically given a traineeship

interview in October in the hope of securing
that elusive training contract (dun-dunduuuuuuunnnn).
We all agree that the experience has been
invaluable and would like to thank Eversheds
Sutherland for making it so. We would like
to give a special thanks to Ian, Orla and
Aisling for all their hard work throughout the
internship.

Below is a list of 8 categories, nominations are open to all regardless of age,
sex or preference for tea or coffee. At the end of the presentation evening,
most likely in some drinking house of ill repute these awards will be bestowed
on the respective recipients. Each category can only have one winner – to be
decided by you the people. Please return to me your nominations for each
category, these shall be tabulated and a winner decided. The categories are:
1) Most likely to make Partner.
2) Most likely to be reported to HR for inappropriate conduct.
3) Biggest Gossip
4) Most Stylish
5) Most likely to be drunk in work.
6) Mr / Ms Congeniality
Your responses are eagerly awaited, they will be kept anonymous (I promise)
however all decisions are final and may be subject to voter fraud.
Kind regards

We held the Awards at a venue away from the office but the HR department got wind of it
and rather than strip us of our potential future training contracts, they offered to pay for a
round of drinks for us all. Sa-weeeet. The Awards night was a booming success with some
booming headaches the next day……
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“You have brains in your head. You have
feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself
in any direction you choose.”
Oh, the Places You’ll Go, Dr. Seuss
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Social media
@ESlawIE
linkedin.com/company/eversheds-sutherland-ireland/
@eversheds_sutherland_irl

eversheds-sutherland.ie
Disclaimer
The information is for guidance purposes only and should not be regarded
as a substitute for taking legal advice.
Data protection and privacy statement
Your information will be held by Eversheds Sutherland. For details on
how we use your personal information, please see our Data Protection
and Privacy Policy.
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